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Abstract. The radius and diameter of a graph are known to satisfy the relation rad G < diam C 
5 2 rad G. We show that this is the only restriction on these parameters and construl*t all non- 
isomorphic graphs of minimal order having a specified radius and diameter. 
In a graph G the diameter is diam G = ma,\_- inax, d(tc, u) and the 
radius is rad G = min, max, d(tl, u), the min and max being taken over 
all points u and u of G. It is readily established that rad G 5 diam G 5 
2 rad G. In fact this is the only restriction. We sho?v that for all positive 
integers m and yt satisfying m <_ n <: 2m, there exist graphs of radius m 
and diameter yt. We determine the minimum order of such a gray& and 
exhibit those of minimum order. For notation and terminology see [ 11 D 
There are essentially two cases to consider, according as y1 < 2~7t-2 - 
or n 2 2m-1. In the latter case, the result is almost self-evident. For 
ti = 2m- 1 or n = 2m, a path of length y1 is of diameter n and radius m. 
Since every graph of diameter YI contains a path of length YE, n + 1 is the 
minimum order and the path of length y1 is the unique example of min- 
imum order. The other case is a bit more complex. 
Theorem. For all positive integers m a,zd n satisfying m < n < 2m - 2 - - 
there exist graphs of radius m and diameter n. The mimkwm ordw o.f 
such a graph is n + m. There are wactlv [$(n-m)] t 1 non-isomcbrphtc 
graphs oj’order n t m, radius in and diameter n. They are charactwized 
as being the minimal graphs which contain a geodesic path oj’lertgth 12 
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und a cycle of length 2m. Each consists of a path (uO, ul, . . . . u, ) of 
length n and a path (u,, Us, ~2~ . . . . U, _ 1, u,,, ) of length m with CW@ 
the points us and us+ ,,l in common. All isomorphism classes are obtained 
as s ranges from 0 to [f(n-m)] (see fig. 1). 
Proof. It is easy to verify that each of the graphs described in the theorem 
is of radius m, diameter n and order= n + m. The central points at which 
the radius of m i:\ realized are those points on the cycle from which the 
distances to both tde and u, are < m. The number of such points de- - 
pends on n, but u, is always among them. 
It remains to show that every graph of radius m, diameter n and 
order <_ n + m is of this type. To that end, suppose G is such a graph. 
There exist points tlo and u, with d(uo, u,, ) = n. There is a geodesic 
Lie-U, pathP=(U++..,u,J.d(u~,um_l)=m-l andd(u,,u,_r)= 
n-m+ 1 <_ m-l. Then there exists a point u not on P w&h d(unl_l, tj) = 
m. There is a geodesic U-Z+ path Q of length <_ ~2. If a point Ui is on Q , 
we may suppose that ui is also on Q for eachj < i since (Uj, Uj_l, . . . . uo) 
is a geodesic Ui-Zro path. If urn_ 1 were on Q then we would have 
d(v,Uo)=d(V,u,-,)+d(um-,, uo) = m + m-l > n. It follows that 
there is a point U, on Q for some s < m-l such that Uj is not on Q for 
each Ii > S. Similar a.nalysis shown that there is a geodesic U-U, path R 
of length <: n; that there is a point zdt on R for some t > m- 1 and that 
tli is not on R for each j < t. Among all points common to (2 and R there 
is one, call it w, which is farthest from u; bv cannot be on P. We shall 
;how in fact that 1~ :sr: U. To that end suppose b2.r # u. The subgraph of G 
consisting of the paths P, Q and R looks like the one in fig. 2, where we 
have presumed, as WC may without loss of generality, that Q and R are 
identical between u and w, Pand Q are identical between u, and u. and 
P and R are identical between I+ and u,. 
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Fig. 2. 
There are exactly d(u,, w) + n(tr,, w) + d(w, u)- 4 points which are on 
either & or R but not on P. G iJ of order 5 /z + YIZ. (ILnsequently 
d(u,, w) + d(u,, w) + d(w, uj < m . - 
On the other hand, the two U, _1 -u paths through II, and ZQ are szach 
of length at least d(~,, _l, u) = m. Then 
(2) d(u,, ut) + d(tr,, w) -+ d(rr,, w) + 2d(w, v) > h . - 
Becau!.e P is a geodesic path 
Combining (I), (2) and (3) gives 
(4) &+ W) + d(u,, w) + d(w, v) = m . 
We conclutje that G is exactly of order IZ + HZ and tieat the paths i, Q 
and R comprise all of G. Also from (4) and (2) we have 
(5) d(u,, I+) + d(w, U) > :!I . - 
Combining (5) with (3) and (4) gives 
(6) d(u,, ul) + d(w, v) = m . 
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Fig. 3. 
The two us-?+ paths, the one in P and the one through W, are of equal 
length which is < m. Then there is a point w’ on the latter path with 
d(w’, us) = d(u), _.I, us) and d(l;li’, l+) = d(um -1, ur). From w’, there is 
no point in G at a distance >_ W, contradicting rad G = m. So it must 
be that w = u and G really looks like the one in fig. 3. At least it is the 
part of G comprising the three paths P, Q and R. In fact, it is all of G, 
as the entire preceding analysis of (1 j through (6) carries through with 
d(u, w) = 0. For the same reasons as before we conclude: There are ex- 
actly d(u,, u) + d(nt,, uj-1 points on either Q or R but not on P, and 
consequently 
d(u,, u) + d(u,, u) < m . - 
Also 
d(rr,, uJ + d(u,, u) + d(u,, U) > 2~72 . - 
and 
giving 
d(u,, u) + d(u,, u) = ~1 . 
Then G is of order IZ + nl and consists of the three paths and nothing 
more. Moreover, d(u,, u,) = HI, so that t = s + ~1, and in fact G is ex- 
actly as described in the theorem. Of course, s may have an.;! value from 
0 !~p to ~--~~r but for s > [~(n-rsz)] the graph is isomorphic to one with 
s <_ [~(cz--nn)] . The proof is complete. 
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The more general question of characterizing all graphs of radius m 
and diameter y1 remains unanswered. There are some things we can say. 
Breaking the problem up into the two cases n < 2m-2 and YL >_ 2m-- 1 .- 
again, the latter case includes all trees. For G a tree, the diameter is 
either 2 rad G or 2 rad G- 1 according as G is central or bicentral. This 
case is not limited to trees however. It includes complete graphs, and 
graphs such as iI1 fig. 4, in which the cycles are sufficiently small, But 
how small is small enough we do not kn=Dw. 
For the case iz 5 2m-2, the graphs describe in the theorem are pre- 
cisely the graphs of least order which contain a 2yt2 cycle and a g:odesic 
path of length n. This suggests that possibly in this case a 2~2 cycle in 
the graph is necessary for the graph to have radii*; ruz. Ff this were true, 
it would neatly explain the theorem, but it is not true. For example, the 
graph in fig. 5 is of radius 3 and diameter 4 but has no 6 cycle. There 
must of course be some cycle in the graph in this case since all trees fall 
into the other case. I-Iow large a cycle must there be in a graph of radius 
n: and diameter )2? This question is also open. For radius 3 and diameter 
Fig. 5. 
4, the graph must have a cycl; of length at least 4, which can be verified 
by brute force techniques. The example pictured in fig. 5 is in th2.t sense 
minimal. The situation in genera 
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